


 Lots of discussion & ideas
 Some suggestions
 No answers



 Large, multi-ownership LIDAR acquisitions are 
happening
› There are opportunities to collaborate to collect field 

useful measurements
› How can such an effort be organized?

 Is there a common set of measurements that can 
be identified that would be useful for everyone?

 Are there people and a place to organize and 
house shared data?



 Do you need any plots at all?
› For some applications, you may not need field plots
› LIDAR measures tree presence/absence and 

dominant tree height (possibly with bias)











 Many biomass models use a dominant height 
metric and canopy cover metric
› Haven’t done the analyses but it might be reasonable 

to estimate biomass without plot data
› How do you characterize bias and error?



 Do you need any plots at all?
› For some applications, you may not need field plots
› LIDAR measures tree presence/absence and 

dominant tree height (possibly with bias)

 Does it matter that plots/LIDAR come from the 
same acquisition?



Variable Correlation coefficient
1st_cover 0.98
all_cover 0.98
kurtosis 0.93
mean 0.99

P25 0.98
P50 0.98
P75 0.99
P95 0.99

rumple 0.98
skewness 0.98
stddev 0.99

strata_2to4M_cover 0.98
strata_4to8M_cover 0.99

strata_8to16M_cover 0.98
strata_16to32M_cover 0.98
strata_32to48M_cover 0.98

Goal was to fly a “normal” density mission (13 pulses/m2) and one 
that would cost 50% less than a “normal” mission (2.6 pulses/m2)



 Similar metrics
› Not as highly correlated as those from the same year 

and same sensor



 Haven’t completed this analysis but it looks like it 
depends on the sensor
› Upper canopy metrics are highly correlated
› Mid- and lower-level metrics not as well correlated

 New generation of sensors are designed for 
dense collection from higher altitudes
› More noise…does it matter for vegetation
› Bare-earth surface quality is an unknown



 Do you need any plots at all?
› For some applications, you may not need field plots
› LIDAR measures tree presence/absence and 

dominant tree height (possibly with bias)

 Does it matter that plots/LIDAR come from the 
same acquisition?

 Can you use predictive models developed using 
data from one area to make estimates for 
different areas?



 LIDAR component of a carbon study under the 
direction of Dr. Hans-Erik Andersen
› Six areas across the lower 48 corresponding to full 

LANDSAT scenes
› LIDAR acquired in 300m swaths spaced ~5 km apart
› 50 field plots/area

 Models fit to data for each area
› R2 ranging 0.82 -0.90

 Biomass model fit using data for all 6 sites
› R2 = 0.81



 BLM acquisitions in Oregon: Rogue Valley & Coos 
Bay (South coast)

 Using models from Coos Bay to predict for plots 
in Rogue Valley
› Average error for basal area compared to field 

measurements: 20 ft2 (mean for plots ~160 ft2)



 If you have LIDAR data before plots are 
measured:
› Use LIDAR-derived information to design the sample
› If you have specific forest types that must be sam-

pled, you can locate and sample them

 Do you need to summarize the plots to 
characterize a larger area?
› Stratified sample based on height & density may not 

produce samples of all forest types



 Is there a “best” approach for shared multi-
acquisition data
› Different plot sizes
› Known differences between LIDAR data for plots
› Unknown differences between LIDAR data for plots

 Do you care if people apply a model from one area 
to another?

 Is this a “caveat emptor” situation…download at 
your own risk?
› Is there a need to control what people do with the data?



 Can we develop a common protocol?
› Base set of measurements
› Minimum tree size (height/DBH)
› Species to be measured

 Additional information can still be measured but 
wouldn’t necessarily be shared

 Can you use a model developed for a specific 
area to make estimates for a different area?



 How to measure?
› GPS quality varies

 Are specific locations sensitive?
› If you pair the LIDAR and plot data, do you need an 

exact location?
› Can the plot data contain enough information to 

match the plots to specific conditions
 E.g. you want to build a new model and want all the 

plots available for a set of forest types



 Core protocol
› Tree data
› Consistent plot summary
› LIDAR subset (may be useful to have a sample larger 

than the plot)
› LIDAR metrics?

 Data “host”
 Data steward or gatekeeper
 Access mechanism



 Who wants to discuss this further?
 Timeframe?

 Talk to Jacob if you are interested
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